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Iron Mineral Beneficiation Services (IMBS) was formed to become a global iron production

company. Through the deployment of its modular, proprietary developed and patented technology,

IMBS is currently commissioning its first production facility in Phalaborwa, South Africa.

IMBS is a privately held South African registered company founded in 2006. Its initial shareholders

comprised management and a strategic investor, Sir Samuel Jonah, who is active in the mining

and metals industries. In 2010, a leading global steel-maker, Severstal, became a significant

shareholder.

The technology is a highly efficient and cost effective way of making metallic iron for sale into

the steel-making industry as a scrap supplement.

The current focus is on the construction of two 500,000tpa plants in the Phalaborwa area. The

first 50,000tpa module will be fully operational during the first half of 2015. Expansion to an

annual capacity of 1Mt in the area is expected by 2018.



As a new technology without the constraints of traditional iron-making methods, IMBS was able,

in its development strategy, to focus on the areas identified in the table below.

The application of this development strategy resulted in the plant design incorporating opportunities

in modularity, raw materials and energy recovery, and their attendant advantages.

Modularity

• Size the plant to the resource

• Quick to cash flow via a sequential operational start up

• Fast roll out as civil engineering structures are simple

• Production line equipment fabrication

• Phased capital call mitigating the risk of market change

• Flexible production outputs

Raw Materials

• Versatile iron feed material

• Use of superfine ore without agglomeration

• Thermal coal reductant instead of coking coal

IronIron MakingIron Ore
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The current steel market is valued at over US$1 trillion. This is expected to grow by approximately

18% every 5 years to double by 2030.

All steel is made from iron. Approximately 65% of these iron units are produced by the traditional

blast furnace route, with the remaining 35% generated primarily from scrap steel. Due to high

capital costs and environmental concerns around blast furnace technology, the scrap steel route,

using electric steel-making, has become the preferred steel-making technology. This, in turn,

has led to an increased demand for scrap. As scrap cannot be ‘produced’, shortages of supply

have been experienced, leading to high prices.

“The IMBS business case is focused on the manufacture of a scrap supplement for use primarily

in electric steel-making. The product can also be used in integrated steel-making applications.”

With a targeted cash cost of production under US$150/t, the IMBS SupaScrapTM product will sell

at a premium to ruling scrap prices which are currently around US$350/t. Should IMBS produce

7mtpa of SupaScrapTM this would constitute less than 1% of annual scrap demand.

THE IMBS OPPORTUNITY MATRIX IN THE STEEL VALUE CHAIN

Value Chain Steel Making Steel Products
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Energy
• Process energy is provided by the reaction energy recovered therefore the roll

out is not dependent on electricity availablity

• Supplementary electricity is only required for the auxiliary equipment

These combined plant design advantages enable the following:

• Plants will be constructed at the optimal supply chain point

• A net back of supply chain costs reduces raw material costs

• Transport of higher value goods reduces logistic costs (see table below)

• Substantial savings in cash cost of production due to low energy and raw

material costs

• The ability to exploit smaller, high quality iron ore and coal resources which

would otherwise be sub-economic for traditional iron-making technologies

• Generates a high quality and consistent supplement for scrap metal in steel

production

• A price premium to scrap of around 10% could be expected.

The goal of the development strategy was to achieve a cash cost of production of US$150/t, resulting
in consistent market conditions of a minimum EBITDA of US$200/t

Description

Cape size vessel capacity (tons)

Selling price $/t (FOB)

Value

Bulk density g/cm3

Iron moved %

Shipping cost $/t

Iron ore

180,000

$ 85

$ 15,300,000

1.8 g/cm

65%

Same

SupaScrap™

180,000

$ 350

$ 63,000,000

4.4 g/cm

99%

Same

Value proposition for SupaScrap™ = 1.5 x Fe content @ 3.3 x value @ 40% of volume

IMBS is currently commissioning its first plant. In this regard, IMBS has:

• established its business infrastructure, development and commercialization

teams

• developed, piloted, and commercialised its patented proprietary iron making

technology

• had the process audited by independent authorities in a Competent Persons

Report

• registered patents in relevant international jurisdictions, including South Africa

• completed the development and construction of its first 50,000tpa production

module

• developed and initiated expansion strategies for a further one million tons annual

production in South Africa

• secured a 20 year iron ore supply agreement for the expansion

• commenced discussions with a number of additional resource owners to expand

operations beyond the current projects

• licenced IIBG, a Severstal controlled entity, to commercialise the technology

globally

• IIBG is currently preparing a feasibility study for a 2mtpa plant in Canada and

one 1.5mtpa plant in the USA

• commenced discussions with technical partners for future roll out



Masorini Iron Beneficiation (MIB)

With a surface stockpile of 240mt of quality magnetite ore, Phalaborwa was identified as the

primary focus for IMBS initial activities in South Africa. A 20 year supply agreement has been

concluded with the resource owner.

The first 50,000tpa module of the 500,000tpa plant is currently being commissioned at the

Palabora Copper Limited and will be fully operational in the first half of 2015. The roll-out to

500,000tpa will be completed by the end of 2018.

MIB has been incorporated as a joint venture between IMBS and the Industrial Development

Corporation of SA to own and operate the business.

Key Financial Data:

• Project Term 20 years

• Turnover at full production $ 171 mln per annum

• EBITDA (full year) $ 91 mln

• NPV (without terminal value) $ 432 mln

• NPV (with terminal value) $ 483 mln

• IRR 89%

• Total Capital Investment $ 78 mln

• Maximum cash requirement $ 14 mln

• Payback at EBITDA Level 14 months

* based on an exchange rate of $11/R1

9
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Phalaborwa Extension 5

IMBS is preparing a Detailed Feasibility studies (DFS) for a further 500,000tpa plant in the

industrial area of Phalaborwa. The plant design will be identical to the MIB plant and the key

financial data will be similar to those shown above.

Key Financial Data:

• Project Term 20 years

• Turnover at full production $ 173 mln per annum

• EBITDA (full year) $ 90 mln

• NPV (without terminal value) $ 373 mln

• NPV (with terminal value) $ 421 mln

• IRR 70%

• Total Capital Investment $ 99 mln

• Maximum cash requirement $ 69 mln

• Payback at EBITDA Level 13 months

* based on an exchange rate of $11/R1

IIBG International projects

IMBS is assisting IIBG in the planning and assessment of their international opportunities.

Financial benefit to IMBS will be derived in the form of royalty flows. The following opportunities

are currently being developed:

Project

IIBG Sept Illes

IIBG Nova Scotia

IIBG Minnesota

Totals

Project Start Date

2017

2016

2016

No. of Plants

40

40

30

110

Annual Production

2 000 000

2 000 000

1 500 000

5 500 000



For the protection of the intellectual property and business case, it is the intention of IMBS to

deploy the technology as quickly as possible. IMBS is exploring creative funding opportunities

to achieve this efficiently. The funding is currently being explored with various equity, mezzanine

and debt funders. IMBS is desirous in engaging with interested parties to explore the art of the

possible.
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Requests for information should be addressed to:

Iron Mineral Beneficiation Services (Proprietary) Limited

Unit 8, Waterford Office Park

Waterford Drive, Fourways 2116

South Africa

For Attention of:

John Beachy Head

Chief Executive Officer

Telephone: +27 11 996 4920

E-mail: john@imbsworld.com

Paul Yammin

Director

Telephone: +27 11 996 4920

E-mail: paul@imbsworld.com

www.imbsworld.com
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